These slides have been prepared to be used during a talk. Therefore, any information given on these slides has to be taken with a pinch of salt: statements may be incomplete, sloppy or unduly terse, because further interpretation and explanation was to be supplied by the speaker.
Forms and "Fields"
An l-form, l ∈ N, on an n-manifold ¡ is an additive mapping of oriented piecewise smooth l-dimensional submanifolds of 
Requirements
We consider only simplicial triangulations (tetrahedral in 3D)
Local space of discrete l-forms of polynomial degree p on simplex T
: polynomial l-forms of degree p, i.e. the coefficient functions in the basis representation are polynomials of degree ≤ p ↔ polynomial vector proxies)
• Local discrete potentials:
The requirements offer no unique characterization.
All these properties are invariant under affine transformation.
Dimension of Local Spaces
• verification of requirements Sub-simplex based
• spaces for sub-simplices 
Sub-simplex Based Approach (I)
[Idea borrowed from p-version of Lagrangian FEM]
Sub-simplex Based Approach (II)
Construction uses some complement Y l p :
, . . . , λ s m = barycentric coordinate functions associated with S ∈ S m 
Exact Sequence Property
Local discrete potentials in p-hierarchical surplus: on simplicial mesh T
Variable Order Whitney Forms
Assign degree p S to every S ∈ S m ¤ T ¥ , l ≤ m ≤ n "degree vector" p W l p ¤ T ¥ W l 1 ¤ T ¥ A n m 8 l S∈S m T " E l S,p S ¤ X l p S ¤ S ¥ ¥ . Application: hp-FE Galerkin discretization S m ¤ T ¥ = m-dimensional simplices of a simplicial mesh T , l ≤ m ≤ n p T ∈ N 1 = polynomial degree assigned to every T ∈ T minimum degree rule p S ©¨7 {p T S ∈ T }, S ∈ S m ¤ T ¥ W l p ¤ T ¥ {ω ∈ l-forms ω |T ∈ W l p ¤ T ¥ } .
Local Shape Functions

Barycentric Formulas
Local shape functions for n T , l , p 
Separation of kernel: 
Fragmentable Meshes (I)
SC ¤ T ¥
Inductive Argument
Given : v p ∈ curl W
